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Judge’s Information 
 

BEFORE the Game 
 

 Get your Game Information Sheet.   
 Review with participants: 

o Is it a Preliminary or Final Game? For Preliminary Game, the 
winners MUST be able to stay for Final Game. 

o Number of winners needed. 
o No coaching each other or from spectators. 
o Wait until your Color or Name and Color is called before playing your 

turn. 
o You may ask anyone’s next wicket and dead status. 
o Personal mallets can NOT be used to measure a mallet’s head or 

less distance. 
 

DURING the Game 
 

 Be CONSISTENT. 
 Don’t say anything about playing the wrong wicket. 
 Maintain the order of play by calling each player in turn by color or 

name and color. 
 Watch every shot. 
 Mark wickets.   
 Call dead on and clear wicket loudly and clearly! 
 You may answer participants if they have questions about the rules 

or if they ask what their options are.  Do not coach!  
 Okay to stop play and consult the rules.  If you need help find Jon, 

Jason, or Tonya. 
 

AFTER the Game 
 

 Inform winners of Preliminary Game that Final Game will be played 
immediately after all Preliminary Games are finished. 

 Write the results on Game Information Sheet and give the results 
to Leslie. 
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Hints 
 

 When determining if a ball is hit by a mallet or another ball, it is 
helpful to watch the stripes on the ball. It is easier to see the stripes 
move than it is to see the solid color part of the ball move. 

 
 

Preventive Officiating in Croquet 
 

 

NOTE: All you can do is ask the player the following things. Do not actually 
prevent them from doing it. If they continue to play their turn incorrectly, it 
is an infraction and the player loses his/her stroke or turn depending on the 
circumstances of the infraction. 
 
 Ask players not to play if they are playing out of turn. 
 Ask players not to play the wrong ball. 
 Ask players not to pick up the wrong ball following a roquet. 
 For participants using personal mallets, remind them that they must 

use an official mallet for measuring a mallet’s head distance 
following a roquet. 

 
 

 
  


